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Abstract:
Acute stress is the most common form of stress. It comes from
demands and pressures of the recent past and anticipated demands
and pressures of the near future. This research studied the stress on
female students due to mathematical exercises in a noisy
environment. Detection of this stress is important because it
contributes to diverse pathophysiological changes including sudden
death, ischemic diseases (myocardial infarction, angina), and wall
motion abnormalities (the motion of a region of the heart muscle is
abnormal), as well as to alterations in cardiac regulation as indexed
by changes in sympathetic nervous system activity and hemostasis
(process which causes bleeding to stop in order to keep blood within
a damaged blood vessel unlike hemorrhage). Stress level is difficult to
manage because it cannot be measured in a consistent and timely
way. One current method to characterize an individual’s stress level
is to conduct an interview or to administer a questionnaire during a
visit with a physician or psychologist.
HRV (Heart rate variability) can be analyzed using both time
domain and frequency domain features. Selection of features which
vary with the changes of the stress levels is significant and it is
important to show relatively reliable behavior.
Overall, heart rate variability spectra during baseline conditions
related to
Left ventricular hypertrophy and congestive heart
failure are dominated by high frequency activity. Stress is
accompanied by an increase in the Power Spectrum Density (PSD) of
Low Frequency (LF) and decrease in PSD of High Frequency (HF).
Data (ECG signal) was collected by AD (Data acquisition)
Instrument from ten female subjects, in the age range of 20 to 24
years were of asked to perform three levels difficulties of arithmetic
tasks.
A total of ten statistical features were used in this research extracted
through wavelet transform, including: Mean, Maximum, Minimum,
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Standard deviation, Variance, Mode, Median, power spectral
density (PSD), energy, entropy and hybrid of them. The SVM
(support vector machines) classifier give highest accuracy of 79.5
based on hybrid feature and ribo 3.7 wavelet through LF range.
Keywords: Stress, ECG, SVM, KNN, DWT

الكشف عن اإلجهاد معتنداً على إشارة  ECGباستخدام محول
املوجيات املتقطع DWT
و.قْظ يحًذ ػهِ انشكشعِ
و .نجْم كبظىسؤًف انشًبع
و.د يٌعَ كبظى ًانِ
ىْئخ انزؼهْى انزقنِ  /كهْخ انزقنْبد انكيشثبئْخ ًاال لكزشًنْخ

انًغزخهص :
ّؼذ اإلعيبد انحبد ىٌ اكضش أنٌاع اإلعيبد شٌْػبً ًّحصم ين انعغٌؼبد ًاالحزْبعبدأنحبنْو
ًانًغزقجهْخرى فِ ىزا انجحش دساعخ اإلعيبد ػهَ أنؽبنجبد نزْغخ حم أنًغبئمانشّبظْخفِ أعٌاء
.
صبخجخ .انكشف ػن اإلعيبد ييى ألنو ّغيى فِ رؽٌس انزغْشاد انًشظْخ فِ عغى انًشّط انًزنٌػخ ثًب
فِ رنك انًٌد انًفبعئ ،نقص أنزشًّو أنًؤدُانَ أيب احزشبء ػعهخ انقهت أً انزثحخ أنصذسّو ،
انحشكبد غْشانؽجْؼْخنغذاس انقهت (نًنؽقو فِ ػعهخ أنقهت)  ،فعال ػن انزغْْشاد فِ رنظْى حشكخ انقهت
ًاألسقبء يغزٌٍ اإلعيبد ين انصؼت رحذّذه ألنو
انزِ رغججيب انزغْشاد فِ نشبغ انغيبص انؼصجِ انٌدُ .
ال ًّكن قْبعو ثؽشّقخ يزنبعقخ ًفِ انٌقذ انًنبعت .أعهٌة ًاحذ يغزخذو نزٌصْف يغزٌٍ إعيبد انفشد
اننفغبنِ
.
انؽجْت
ىٌ أعشاء يقبثهخ أً رحهْم ثْبنبد يحذده رؤخز خالل صّبسح انؽجْت أً
يؼذل رغْش ظشثبد انقهتًّ HRVكن رحهْهو ثذساعخ انزغْشاد انحبصهخ ثبنزشددنفزشح صينْو يحذده
ثبعزخذاوؼشّقخ  .time domain and frequency domainرحهْم انجْبنبدانًزغْشحانزِ ًّكن
انًخزهفخييى فِ رحذّذ انؼالط انًنبعت.
يالحظزيب فِ يغزٌّبد انزٌرش
ًػًٌيبّ ،يًْن ػهَ يؼذل ظشثبد انقهت رقهتأؼْبف انزشدداد انؼبنْخنخػ األعبط انًزؼهق ثبنجؽْن
) (PSDنهزشددادانًنخفعخ)ًّ (LFقبثهو
األًّن ًفشم أنقهت  .اإلعيبد ّصبحجو صّبدح فِ كضبفخ انقذسح
انخفبض فِ كضبفخانقذسح نهزشدداد انؼبنْخ ) . (HFثْبنبد إشبسح انشاعى انقهجِ) (ECGرى عًؼيب ين
قجم عيبص رغًْغ انجْبنبدأخزد ين ػشش أنبس ين انفئخ انؼًشّخ ين 20إنَ  24عنخ رى رؼشّعين
انشّبظْخانحغبثْخ.
نضالصخ يغزٌّبد ين صؼٌثبد انًغبئم
نزبئظ احصبئْخ فِ ىزا انجحش أخزد ػن ؼشّق رحٌّم
رى اعزخذاو يب يغًٌػو ػشش
انًٌّغبد ،ثًب فِ رنك  :انحذًد انًزٌطغح  ،انحذًد انؼهْب  ،انحذًد انذنْب ً ،يؼذل االنحشاف
انًؼْبسُ  ،انزجبّن ،انٌاعؽخً ،انًزٌعػً ،كضبفخ انقذسح )ً ، (PSDانؽبقخ ،يقْبط انؽبقخ
انيغْن .انًصنف ّ SVMؼؽِ أػهَ دقخ  79.5ػهَ أعبط انًْضح 3.7 ً HYPRID
نهًٌّغبد نٌع  RIBOين خالل يغًٌػخ انزشدداد انٌاؼئخ . LF
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1.Introduction:
When human body exposed to acute stress stimuli, it responds
physiologically by increasing activities of both the hypothalamicpituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and the sympathy adrenal system (SAS).
Diagnosis of stress depends on a multitude of the factors :
a. Calculating of Inter Beat Interval (IBI) and feature extraction.
b. The features for HRV analysis can be time domain features or
frequency domain features and it is difficult to find out the most
common and relevant features for each stress level.
c. Classifying the features into each stress level is another major
task to be addressed in this research based on the most
important features and the suitable classifier.
A lot of approaches to diagnosis stress have been used, including the
use of questionnaires, biochemical measures, and physiologic
techniques. Most of these methods are subjected to experimental
error and must be viewed with caution [1]. When our brain assesses
stress, the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) prepares our brain to
respond. The beat to beat intervals of the heart tend to vary and the
Heart Rate variability (HRV) is mostly regulated by the sympathetic
and parasympathetic Autonomic Nervous Systems (ANS) [2]-[3].
Hence, the state of the ANS is reflected in the HRV. For this reason
HRV was chosen as one of the key criteria to diagnose stress. Heart
rate signal is non-stationary and the signal pattern is different for
every person. Even the range of the signal depends on the type of
subject (man, women, infant, animal) and the physical condition like
healthy or sick [4]. So, it is really hard to formulate a general rule to
diagnosis the stress. The diagnosis is mainly based on the expert’s
experience but the number of expert is inadequate in our college.
To obtain HRV, Inter Beat Interval (IBI) must be obtained first from
ECG signals. The heart rate in humans may vary due to various
factors like age, cardiac disease, neuropathy, respiration, maximum
inhalation and cardiac after load due to nervous stress activities.
HRV has become a universally recognized method to represent
variations in instantaneous heart rate and RR (beat to beat) intervals.
Results from the HRV data can reveal physiological conditions of a
patient. It is also clinically related with lethal arrhythmias,
hypertension, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure,
diabetes, etc.
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The easiest way of analyzing the HRV is performing a time domain
analysis. Simple time domain features might include mean RR
interval, the mean heart rate, the difference between maximum and
minimum heart rate, the standard deviation of the NN interval
(SDNN), etc.
Frequency domain analysis is the spectral analysis of HRV as the
HRV spectrum has high frequency component ranging from 0.18 to
0.4 Hz which is due to respiration. It also has low frequency
component ranging from 0.04 to 0.15 Hz which appears due to both
the vagus and cardiac sympathetic nerves. The ratio of the low to
high frequency spectra which can be used as an index of
parasympathetic balance .
Among some main methods to calculate the PSD of RR series, FFT
(Fast Fourier transform) is one of the important methods [2][3].
Several studies conducted have proposed link between negative
emotions and reduced HRV. Normally both sympathetic and
parasympathetic tone keeps on fluctuating. Thus we can relate HRV
analysis to the stress level of a person [5]. Zhao et al. [6] had
proposed a feature extraction method using wavelet transform and
support vector machines. Wavelet transform is used to extract the
coefficients of the transform as the features of each ECG segment. At
the same time, autoregressive modeling (AR) is also applied to get
hold of the temporal structures of ECG waveforms. Eventually,
support vector machine (SVM) with Gaussian kernel is used to
classify different ECG heart rhythm. The results of computer
simulations provided to determine the performance of the proposed
approach reached the overall accuracy of 99.68%.
Tayel and Bouridy [7] applied ECG image classification by
extracting their feature using wavelet transformation and neural
networks. Features are extracted from wavelet decomposition of the
ECG images intensity. The acquired ECG features are then further
processed using artificial neural networks. The features are: mean,
median, maximum, minimum, range, standard deviation, variance,
and mean absolute deviation. The ANN was trained by the main
features of the 63 ECG images of different diseases. The test results
showed that the classification accuracy of the introduced classifier
was up to 92%.
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2- Methodology
Generally the diagnosis of any type of stress can be through the
analysis of biological signals like heart rate, finger temperature,
electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyography signal (EMG), skin
conductance signal (SC), blood pressure (BP), etc. Most of the
methods which used to characterize an individual’s stress level are
subject to experimental error and must be viewed with caution [1].
Wavelet of digital signal processing tools in MATLAB is able to
provide a low cost method in extracting, analyzing the features of
ECG signals (Fig.1) and classifying them into different stress level.
Data (ECG signal) was collected by AD Instrument (international
company) from fifteen female from the college, in the age range of 20
to 24 years were asked to perform three levels difficulties of
arithmetic tasks, therefore the total number of tests are 15*3= 45
tests. These tests were done in our college over three months. Five
females' data had been ignored because of their noisy signals,
therefore 10 female readings were considered in this study. In this
research the tests done over females because they are not easily get
really stressed unlike men, therefore the stress ECG signals from
females very accurate [1]. Stress was measured in laboratory
environment using stress inducement stimuli (mental arithmetic test).
The stress levels were determined by the different level complexity of
the arithmetic tasks that need to be carried out from not difficult to
extremely difficult.

Fig.1 : A typical representation of the ECG waves [8]
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Mental arithmetic task is commonly used method to induce the stress
in the area of psychophysiology. It is used to increase the mental
demand of the subjects by performing a series or combination of
arithmetic operation.
In this test, the subjects were asked to carry out one hour of
arithmetic task in noise environment. The arithmetic task is
consisting of series of calculation (subtraction, addition,
multiplication and division), the miscalculations were informed
continuously to the subjects and they need to repeat the calculation
from the first question until they were asked to stop.
Arithmetic task was performed with three different kind of
environment to distract the subject namely; no noise task (control
task); variable real life noise; a steady real life noise. The variable
real life noises are siren, car engine warm up, thunder getting closer,
child crying etc., to distract and induce the stress. The steady real-life
noise was to reflect the real-life sounds without any variability (no
mixing of different source of noises in laboratory). The noises consist
of the collection of background noises from bars and cafes [9]. In this
research the noises are collected from noisy places (streets, markets,
shops and restaurants) as a simulation.

3- Preprocessing
ECG signal is an electrical signal with an amplitude between 0.5mV
to 4mV and its important information lies in the range of 0.05Hz100Hz. The frequencies beyond that range can be eliminated by
using band pass filter.
ECG signal is mixed with noises, therefore appropriate filters must
be designed in order to get rid of these noises without degrading the
signal of interest. Manpreet et al. [10] proposed a preprocessing
method which is about the design of cascading of IIR Band pass Zero
phase (BP-ZP) Elliptic filter, median filter and Elliptic notch filter as
shown in (Fig.2) [10].
ECG signal is continually distorted by three types of predominant
noise: low frequency artifacts (0.04 to 0.15 Hz), high frequency
artifacts (0.18 to 0.4 Hz) and 50 Hz power line interference.
All designs are performed using filter design toolbox in the
MATLAB with sampling frequency 1000 Hz. The 4th order low pass
filter is designed with 100Hz cutoff frequency.
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Power line interference can be easily identified since it has
frequency 50 Hz with level greater then ECG signal. A well-known
method qualified of reducing the power line interference is the use of
IIR notch filter which designed to remove a very specific, narrow
band of frequencies [10]. The center frequency of this 4th order
notch filter is 50 Hz with bandwidth 1 Hz. (Fig.3) shows clearly the
difference between the EEG signal before and after filtering.

Fig. 2 : Basic block diagram of the ECG Signal filtering system.

Fig.3 : The raw EEG signal before and after filtering
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4-Feture Extraction
The features that can be extracted from ECG signal can be either in
time or frequency domain. ECG signal is converted into IBI signal.
IBI signal is a time domain signal where difference of time between
two consecutive beats is plotted over time. The time domain features
is calculated from IBI signal without any modification that
represents the statistical change and variation of the signal over time.
For frequency domain feature extraction, the time domain signal is
converted into frequency domain signal by (FFT).
The power based on the frequency level is calculated as frequency
domain feature like Low Frequency (LF) power, Very Low
Frequency (VLF) power, and High Frequency (HF) power etc. But
the main drawback of FFT is that it is unsuitable for the signal that is
non-stationary and does not contain any information related to time.
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is a solution for that. It keeps
both time and frequency information and gives relatively better
output than FFT.
DWT is also implemented here because IBI is a non-stationary
signal. This approach is based on decomposing the segment of
interest into frequency bands where a weighted score is given to the
band depending on its dynamic range and its diagnostic significance
[11].
As described above, the process of decomposing a signal x into
approximation and detailed parts can be realized as a filter bank
followed by down-sampling (by a factor of 2) as in (Fig.4).
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Fig. 4: The DWT and IWT technique up to m level

The impulse responses h[n] (low-pass filter) and g[n] (high-pass filter)
are derived from the scaling function and the mother wavelet,
respectively. This gives a new interpretation of wavelet
decomposition as splitting the signal x into frequency bands. In
hierarchical decomposition, the output from the low-pass filter h
constitutes the input to a new pair of filters. This results in a
multilevel decomposition. The maximum number of such
decomposition levels depends on the signal length.
The reconstruction of signal x from the approximation and detail
information. This process can be realized as up sampling (by a factor
of 2) followed by filtering the resulting signals and adding the result
of the filters.
In Chen et al. [12], the wavelet transform as a method for
compressing both ECG and heart rate variability data sets has been
developed. In Thakor et al. [13], two methods of data reduction on a
dyadic scale for normal and abnormal cardiac rhythms, detailing the
errors associated with increasing data reduction ratios have been
compared. Using discrete orthonormal wavelet transforms and
Daubechies D10 wavelets, Chen et al. [14], compressed ECG data sets
resulting in high compression ratios while retaining clinically
acceptable signal quality. In Miaou & Lin [15], D10 wavelets is
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chosen to be used, with the incorporating of adaptive quantization
strategy which allows a predetermined desired signal quality to be
achieved.
A total of ten statistical features were used in this research, including:
Mean, Maximum, Minimum, Standard deviation, Variance, Mode,
Median, power spectral density (PSD), energy, entropy, hybrid of
the last nine features.

5- The Classifiers
5.1- K-Nearest Neighbor
K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is one among the simplest nonlinear
classifiers used in several signal processing applications.
Classification of new test feature vector is determined by the class of
its k-Nearest Neighbors. This classifier memorizes all vectors in the
training sets and then compares it with the test vector. Therefore,
this classifier works based on memory learning. The ranks for the kNearest Neighbors based on the similarity scores are calculated using
similarity measure, such as Euclidean distance measure. The distance
between two neighbors using Euclidean distance can be found using
Equation (1) [16].
𝐷ist X, Y =

D
𝑖=1(𝑋𝑖

− 𝑌𝑖)2

(1)

where D is the number of coordinates, X is a training vector and Y is
a testing vector. Some researchers used the majority voting for
classifying the unlabeled data. This means that a class (category) gets
one vote for each instance of that class in a set of k-Neighborhood
samples. Then, the new data sample is classified to the class with the
highest number of votes. This majority voting is more commonly
used because it is less sensitive to outliers. However, in kNN, the
researcher needs to specify the value of “k” closest neighbor for level
classification that gives a maximum rate. The function class in
Matlab had been used in this research as follows:
Class = knnclassify (Sample, Training, Group, k) to classify the rows
of the data matrix Sample (each feature) into groups (1, 2, 3 and 4
level of stress ), based on the grouping of the rows of Training.
Sample and Training have matrices with the same number of
columns. Group is a vector whose distinct values define the grouping
of the rows in Training. Each row of Training belongs to the group
whose value is the corresponding entry of Group. knnclassify assigns
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each row of Sample to the group for the closest row of Training.
Group is a numeric vector. Training and Group have the same
number of rows. Class indicates for each row of Samples, the suitable
group. k is the number of nearest neighbors used in the classification
and for this research, k value ranges from 1 to 10.
5.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier
The purpose of Support Vector classification is to devise a
computationally efficient way of learning good separating hyper
planes in a high dimensional feature space as shown in (Fig.5). The
SVM works in the high dimensional feature space formed by the
nonlinear mapping, (x) of the n-dimensional input vector into a Kdimensional feature space as shown in (Fig.6). The formula of the
hyper plane separating two different classes is given by the relation
in equation (2)[6].
y(x) = 𝑊 𝑇 𝜑(X) = 𝐾𝑗=0 𝜔𝑗 𝜑𝑗 𝑥 + 𝜔0 = 0
(2.0)
T
where w = [𝝎𝟎 , 𝝎𝟏 , ..., 𝝎𝒌 ] is the weight vector of the network. By
introducing the so-called Lagrange multipliers, 𝝋𝒋 is the learning
task of SVM is reduced to quadratic programming. On account of
these facts, there exist many highly effective learning algorithms,
which result in the global minimum of the cost function and the best
possible choice of the parameters of the neural network. And all
operations in learning and testing is done using so-called kernel
functions. The kernel is defined as in equation (3)[6] .These equations
were applied in this research through matlab two functions ;
"svmtrain" and "svmclassify".
K(𝑥, 𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝜑 𝑇 𝑥𝑖 𝜑(𝑥)
(3)

Fig. 5: The scheme of proposed SVM based classifier.
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Fig. 6: Finding out the linear separating hyper plane which maximize
the margin, ( the optimal separating hyper plane OSH )

The accuracy of both classifiers was calculated based on the weigh
on the correct class to the total number of samples. the sampling
frequency is 1000 Hz which mean 1000 samples per second .Normal
person has 76 heart beat in 1 minute, therefore for one beat:
(60 / 76) * 1000 =789 samples needed.
The 789 samples were distributed into 10 folds. Each fold has 79
samples and randomly takes 20 samples from each class for testing.
The accuracy for each class is calculated as in equation 4.

Accuracy =

Number of stress correct classification
20

(4)

Then the accuracy for four classes was averaged and this done for
each k value.

6-Results and discussion
The results of preprocessing and features extraction are displayed in
this section. Two classifiers are used for classification; they are SVM
and KNN. For each classifier, eight (8) wavelet functions are being
used and the averaged result of classification is judged respectively.
The chosen wavelet functions including Daubechies5 (db5) of level
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five (5), Daubechies10 (db10), Symlet4 (sym4) of level five (5),
Coiflets5 (coif5), ReverseBior3.7 (rbio3.7), ReverseBior3.9 (rbio3.9),
Biorthogonal3.3 (bior3.3) and Discrete Meyer. The frequency
component which are considered in this research consists of low
frequency component (LF), high frequency component (HF) and the
normalizing equation, (HF/ (LF+HF) and LF/ (LF+HF). For each
frequency component, ten statistical features were extracted which
consist of mean, maximum, minimum, power spectral density,
variance, mode, median, standard deviation, energy, entropy and
hybrid of the these features.
In cases of stress, there is a tendency for increased heart-rate
variability (HRV) in the lower frequency ranges (0.04-0.15 Hz) of the
ECG. To evaluate the highest classification, the best frequency range
is chosen with the best wavelet function through more combination
trials of different frequency and wavelets.
The best wavelet family can be chosen by comparing the output of
each wavelet which produces a more accurate model for the ECG
signal.
By using the wavelet functions, the signals are decomposed at the
required level. For this research, all of the decomposition is done at
level four. The wavelet functions chosen in this research are based on
the literature review [2][4-6]. (Fig.7) shows the decomposition of
ECG signal up to level 4 based on db10.

Fig. 7 The decomposition of ECG signal up to level 4 based on db10.
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We calculate the accuracy results of four partitions namely; low
frequency component (LF), high frequency component (HF) and two
of their normalizing equations. The LF produce maximum average
accuracy of 78% as shown in Table (1).
Table 1: The average accuracy for each frequency component and its
normalizing equation
Frequency
component and
the normalizing
equation
LF
HF
HF/(LF+HF)
LF/(LF+HF)

Average accuracies
of classification,
(%)
78
70
72
65

Therefore, We will mention the results of accuracy of each feature of
LF region only. We noticed that the low frequency component (LF)
gives the highest accuracy for stress classification of 54.6% for
hybrid statistical features based on wavelet: bior3.3 using KNN
classifier (Table 2). While with SVM classifier, we achieved
maximum accuracy of 79.5% using hybrid features based on wavelet:
rbio3.7 (Table 3).
Table 2: The accuracies achieved in each feature for low frequency
component (LF) classified by KNN.
bior
3.3
db5
db10
coif5
dmey
rbio
3.7
rbio
3.9
sym4

Mean
43.2

Min
41

Max
45.8

PSD
40.9

Std
53.2

Var
41.6

Mode
49.7

Med
42.3

Ene
44

Ent
41

Hyb
54.6

41.3
42.5
44
42.4
43.5

39
34.5
32.5
32
39

44
45.1
45
43.3
39.9

41.1
40
40
42.5
41.9

51.4
52.6
50.5
49.9
49.9

43.8
42.6
40
40.8
40.1

49.9
48
48.1
40
43.2

40.6
40
40.1
39.5
39.9

45
41
42
41
41

45
39
44
49
44

50.7
43.2
49.1
48
49.5

44

33.4

39

44

47

40.4

41

37.8

43

46

48.3

43.2

31

37.9

40

47.6

39.6

40.9

36

41

43

48.9
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Table 3:The accuracies achieved in each feature for low frequency
component (LF) classified by SVM
bior
3.3
db5
db10
coif5
dmey
rbio
3.7
rbio
3.9
sym4

Mean
53.2

Min
50

Max
45.8

PSD
45.9

Std
67

Var
44

Mode
49.7

Med
42.3

Ene
54

Ent
51

Hyb
79

55
56.7
55
54.3
54

49
48.6
44
45
50

44
45.1
45
43.3
43

47.9
48
48
50
49.9

66.7
66.5
63
65.7
69.9

45.8
46.7
45
50
40.1

49.9
48
48.1
40
43.2

40.6
40
40.1
45
43

56
57.9
58.1
59.9
61

55
50
54
59
54

77
73.2
79.1
78
79.5

53

50

40

49.9

67

40.4

41

40.1

59

56

78.3

54

47

40.1

50.6

65.5

40

40.9

39

57.9

53

78.9

Suleiman et al. [17] obtained 60% sensitivity for exercise stress
testing while Robert et al. [18] achieved 67% sensitivity for cardiac
stress testing. Bateman et al. [19] achieved accuracy of 70% based on
the processing of the images of ECG signal. While Assuero et al. [20]
got 69% accuracy depends on producing ECG image protocol.
Conclusions:
Stress level is difficult to manage because it cannot be measured in a
consistent and timely way. HRV can be analyzed using both time
domain and frequency domain features. Selection of features which
vary with the changes of the stress levels is significant and it is
important to show relatively reliable behavior.
Frequency domain analysis is the spectral analysis of HRV spectrum
as it has high frequency component ranging from 0.18 to 0.4 Hz
which is due to respiration. It also has low frequency component
ranging from 0.04 to 0.15 Hz which appears due to both the vagus
and cardiac sympathetic nerves. Both components very important to
drive the index of parasympathetic balance as a ratio of the low to
high frequency spectra.
Stress is accompanied by an increase in the Power Spectrum Density
(PSD) of Low Frequency (LF) and decrease in PSD of High
Frequency (HF).
A total of ten statistical features were used in this research, including:
Mean, Maximum, Minimum, Standard deviation, Variance, Mode,
Median, power spectral density (PSD), energy, entropy and hybrid of
them.
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The SVM classifier give highest accuracy of 79.5 based on hybrid
feature and ribo 3.7 wavelet through LF range.
As a future work, we planning to do another study on the males and
compare it with this study.
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